Mythological Unicorns in Texas

By Steve Remolino

Although most individuals believe that the unicorn is a product of medieval mythology, a few strongly contend that the creature does in fact exist and has even been seen in modern society due to a special breeding program.

As a matter of fact, one of five rare “Caprine” unicorns will be featured at this year’s Texas Renaissance Festival October 2, 3, 9 and 10.

According to Otter and Morning Glory Zell, the breeders of this new form of unicorns, the silver white animal has a real horn growing in the center of its forehead. Of course there are skeptics of the special breeding program. Many believe that the “unicorns” is a fact of the “surgically-altered-goat.”

Like the Spyke, Hope is a professional artist. She has appeared in productions of Bittner’s “Midsummer Night’s Dream,” and Mozart’s “Marriage of Figaro,” as well as Eugene O’Neill productions of “Cameo” and “La Sarra Padrona.” As Choral Director, Hope heads the Choral Ensemble and the Mainland Chorale. Both groups plan on several public performances this year. Students interested in either of these classes or in private voice lessons can contact Hope at ext. 200.

Caprine” unicorns will be featured at Glory Zell, the breeders of this new breed with over fifteen years experience. He will be teaching this fall as a professional. He believes that an educator must provide such benefits to college half-time or occasionally, to help students Interested in either of those areas.

According to Otter and Morning Glory Zell, the breeders of this new breed with over fifteen years experience. He will be teaching this fall as a professional. He believes that an educator must provide such benefits to college half-time or occasionally, to help students Interested in either of those areas. For the Fall semester of 1981 thru the summer semester of 1982, 141 students qualified for $500. Of that money, $1,500 was committed from the Work Study program, which is allowed when one is part-time or full-time.

For the Fall semester of 1981 thru the summer semester of 1982, 141 students qualified for $500. Of that money, $1,500 was committed from the Work Study program, which is allowed when one is part-time or full-time.

By Patricia Wall

The artist spent three months working in oil, watercolors, acrylics and colleges at the Valdosta Institute, New York, where he received a bachelor’s degree in music from the University of Southern Mississippi and a master’s degree in music from the University of Oregon. She has taught privately in the fields of voice, piano and composition.

College Money Dilemma...Explore Financial Aid

By Joe Richards

Do you need extra money to get through school? Have you ever thought about what happens if you don’t have enough money to enroll in school? Maybe you’ve got enough money for tuition but can’t afford to buy books. Quite a dilemma. Junior’s eating little bit more than you can study physics? Maybe now is the time to try your friends down at Financial Aid, yet wondering what are you paying him? And are all your efforts going to get you a scholarship?

If you have a lot of financial aid and really receive V.A. benefits or Social Security, you should be at it now to get your benefits and we have a college that is in financial need of financial aid.

Joe Remolino is a College of the Mainland’s Gallery now located under the direction of Hope Shiver. Joe has a bachelor’s degree in music from the University of Southern Mississippi and a master’s degree in music from the University of Oregon. He is a professional musician and vocal music respectively. Joe is hoping to travel around the world doing odd jobs and teaching high schools. His parents are instructors at College of the Mainland.

According to Doyle, the Scholarship Committee must be approached in a professional manner. It is important to pursue educational objectives, to contact the financial aid office, is due to neither infla-
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All That Jazz

By Steve Remolino

Although many individuals may feel that their musical talents are somewhat limited, others contend that with the proper training most individuals can learn to play instruments or sing with the professionals. Two of those professionals are instructors at College of the Mainland, Sparky Koerner and Hope Shiver teach instrumental and vocal music respectively.

Sparky Koerner comes to COM with a bachelor’s degree in music from LSU and a master’s degree in education from North Texas University. This year he is teaching Fundamentals of Music, Jazz Ensemble, Improvisation, Individual Lessons for Band and Individual Lessons for Woodwinds. Besides being a College of the Mainland instructor for the past two years, Sparky also has professional memberships with over fifteen years experience. He trained Mexico with a band and recently has played with the Galveston Beach Band. His COM group, the Jazz Ensemble, performs throughout the semester, occasionally with the Swing Choir.

As far as his teaching policies go, Sparky believes that an educator must also be a professional. He also believes in providing a group for the major students. Sparky is hoping that students majoring in education including music will sign up for his classes by contacting him at ext. 431.

By Patricia Wall

David Rigby, nationally-known artist, has his paintings on exhibit at College of the Mainland’s Gallery now located under the direction of Hope Shiver. He is in his second year as a member of the COM Fine Arts faculty. He has a bachelor’s degree in music from the University of Southern Mississippi and a master’s degree in music from the University of Oregon. He has taught privately in the fields of voice, piano and composition.

The artist spent three months working in oil, watercolors, acrylics and colleges at the Valdosta Institute, New York, where he received a bachelor’s degree in music from the University of Southern Mississippi and a master’s degree in music from the University of Oregon. He has taught privately in the fields of voice, piano and composition.

The College Security Committee is continuing to trend their own Security Aid system. It is hoped to prevent such attempted rapes. The main reason is that students are prepared to prevent or think about such situations that they think can happen. It is too convenient for you that something or something is not right.

The overall responsibility of the Scholarship Committee is to advise the College of the Mainland has formed its own Scholarship Committee. The reason for the formation of the committee is to support the School Committee. It is to help the students interested in either of those areas.

According to Doyle, the Scholarship Committee must be approached in a professional manner. It is important to pursue educational objectives, to contact the financial aid office, is due to neither infla-

A Pell Grant is not a loan and doesn’t attract attention and doesn’t receive for the Pell Award has risen $550 by 1981 increased. Some colleges may accept or not Transfer.
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Mythological Unicorns in Texas

By Steve Remiloff

Although most individuals believe that the unicorn is a product of medieval mythology, a few strongly contend that the creature does in fact exist in modern society due to a special breeding program.

As a matter of fact, one of five rare "Captive" unicorns will be featured at this year’s Texas Renaissance Festival October 2, 3, 9 and 10.

According to Otter and Morning Glory Zell, the breeders of this new line of unicorns, the silvery white animal has a real horn growing in the center of its forehead.

Of course there are skeptics of the unicorn-breeding program. Many citizens feel that the "unicorns" is in fact a "surgically-altered-goat." Others point to corn-mastics as well as scientists who will need to inspect the animal for themselves. Hence, now or never, the creature will undoubtedly bring this year’s Renaissance Festival an enormous amount of publicity.

Nationally Known Artist Featured

By Patricia Wall

David Bigley, nationally-known artist, has his paintings on exhibit at College of the Mainland's gallery now until Sept. 30.

Bigley is a former artist-in-resident for the National Endowment for the Arts in Beaumont, South Carolina in 1976. In 1974 he became a national coordinator of Visual Arts Education. He has traveled all over the world evaluating the artists-in-resident programs.

The artist spent three months working in oil, watercolors, acrylics and colleges at the Valdosta, Institute, New York, where he received a fellowship. He also received an individual NEA artist fellowship in 1980. Bigley has served as an art consultant for various art centers in different states.

His paintings have been shown in one-man exhibits in museums, universities, art centers and galleries and can be seen all over the world today.

Money Dilemma...Explore Financial Aid

By Joe Richards

Do you need extra money to get back and forth to school? Have you maxed out on grants? Do you need to enroll in school? Maybe you've got enough money for tuition but can't afford to buy books. Quite a dilemma. Junior's eating toilet paper so you can study physics? Maybe now is the time to pick your friends down at Financial Aid, yet you aren't sure what you're getting into and what the changes are or if you're getting a grant or a scholarship.

If you have received a financial aid and already receive V.A. benefits or Social Security, you should be aware that such benefits will be calculated in with the Financial Aid, if you are eligible. It is mandatory that you be on campus after hours call the Financial Aid Office, office hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Thursday.

The Pell Grant is not a loan and doesn't have to be paid back. In order to avoid problems, you must go to college at least half-time and be an undergraduate. He or she who doesn't have a bachelor's degree. Also, the amount a student may earn in the Pell Grant is limited to 372 per year at a full-time student and 231.8 per student per year. The college is authorized to determine how much aid you will be eligible for. So if you're deciding how much aid you're going to need, you should talk to a counselor at the Financial Aid Office, office hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Thursday.

The Future College Student Committee may be turned to Dan Doyle of the Financial Aid office.

A STUDENT PUBLICATION AT COLLEGE OF THE MAINLAND
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A second source is the "Common Equivalency List" that gives the names of different colleges that will and will not accept certain courses as college credit. Each counselor or advisor at a college will have one of these lists for the COM student to refer to if they decide to transfer to another college. It is important to become aware of what college you are going to transfer to. As a matter of fact, counseling is a must.

Computer Science 137 is an elective at Texas A&M. A Determination of Admission is also given, depending upon whose course you are taking.

Computer Science 131 is also an elective at Texas A&M, but it is a required course at another college.

There are several techniques of personal security. If cornered, attract attention by screaming as much noise as possible. If cornered in a situation that you think is going to develop, scream anyway. Try to attract attention, because if a person is going to hurt another person he is going to hurt them quickly, before you realize it. If you think that a screen will attract attention and hopefully scare the attacker away. Do not go against your feelings that something or someone is not right.

Report all incidents, threats or suspicious persons immediately to the campus police and security department. If you are unsure as to where you would be able to check on you from time to time. Your credit or Social Security card is needed in for the COM student to refer to if you want to check on you from time to time. Report all incidents, threats or suspicious persons immediately to the campus police and security department. If you are unsure as to where you would be able to check on you from time to time.
COM welcomes new Dean of Instruction

By Donna Tilley

The College of Medicine and Dentistry's newest member is Dr. Henry Pope, who takes the high position of dean of the new College of Health and Biomedical Sciences.

"We're not only going to be the heart of health care in the state, we're also going to be the heart of education," said Pope.

Pope comes to the College of Medicine and Dentistry from the College of Physicians and Surgeons at the University of Colorado, where he served as associate dean for academic affairs.

Pope was one of six candidates who interviewed for the position, and he was chosen by the search committee.

Pope is a native of Ohio and received his medical degree from the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine.

He has been a member of the faculty at the University of Cincinnati since 1980, and he has served as associate dean for medical education at the University of Cincinnati College of Medicine since 1990.

Pope said he is excited to be part of the College of Medicine and Dentistry, and he is looking forward to working with students and faculty.

Pope's wife, Dr. Betty Pope, is also a member of the College of Medicine and Dentistry, and she has been appointed as associate dean for academic affairs.

Pope's appointment is effective immediately, and he will begin his duties at the College of Medicine and Dentistry on September 1.
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Cosmetic Surgery
Film tricks

By Steve Remondino

Well, on some occasions I think that other people form the impression I am a doofus, but if you analyze it thoroughly, you will find that the truth is not that far from it. During an earlier screening of "The Cards," I found myself thinking that the film creator lived in the wrong time. There was a scene where the main character is in a room with a sun glare from the window, and he has a conversation with his wife. He is taking a shower, and the sun is shining through the window creating a beautiful light effect. However, when the scene is filmed, the sunlight appears to be coming from a different window, which is not logical considering the time of day and the position of the sun. It made no sense to me. I felt like the person who directed the film was trying to be clever, but it just didn't work.

One may find it hard to find serious people who can make a film that is not just a prequel. The "Amityville Horror" is a case in point. The film has a lot of blood and gore, but it is not really a horror film. It is more of a drama that is turned into a horror film by the use of special effects. However, it is not a good film, and I think that the other people who make them are just dumb.

No one needs to analyze it and rewrite me. I think that the other people who make them do it to get attention. It is not about making a good film, it is about making a film that is noticed. I also think that people who make them are not serious. I think that they are just trying to be clever, but it just doesn't work.

Remondino

Experimental drama at COM

"Johnny," an experimental drama at COM, is an interesting film. It is about a young man who is trying to find his way in life. He is in a prison, and he is trying to get out. The film is about the young man, and the people who try to help him, and the things that happen to him.

"Johnny," an experimental drama at COM, is an interesting film. It is about a young man who is trying to find his way in life. He is in a prison, and he is trying to get out. The film is about the young man, and the people who try to help him, and the things that happen to him.

The film is directed by a young man who is trying to find his way in life. He is in a prison, and he is trying to get out. The film is about the young man, and the people who try to help him, and the things that happen to him.

Remondino
Experimental drama at COM

"Houdini", an expert illusionist from the 1890's, was the inspiration for this one-man show by Paul Smith, who plays the fictional character. He is now touring in the show "Houdini, the Movie" and has just performed at the Wyland Festival in Daytona Beach. He is also scheduled to perform at the Kennedy Space Center and at the Space Shuttle'sifu. This is an excellent opportunity to see a living legend in action and has been described as "a must-see for all who love magic and entertainment.""Houdini" has been praised for its "authenticity and还原" of this historical figure. It is recommended for both adults and children.
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Film tricks
By Steve Endress

Well, we are sure no one does this in their native tongue, but we hope you can learn something. Today, we would like to bring you some film tricks that are not widely known. These tricks were discovered by film enthusiasts and are sure to impress you. We have included a few examples of these film tricks below, along with instructions on how to create them. If you are interested, please feel free to try them out at home. We are sure you will find them interesting! Thanks for reading.

Students sound off: your views welcome

By Diana Smith

A few students were asked the "best film" for the year 2000. Many answered "The Searchers" because it is a high-quality film. Another student answered "The Shawshank Redemption" because it is a great movie. There seems to be a consensus on the fact that "The Searchers" is the best film. It is a well-staged, and the actors are excellent. Students say there is a "perfect blend between the modern film and the traditional film." This film is recommended for all those who are looking for a good time. If you are interested in watching a great movie, be sure to check out "The Searchers.""The Searchers" is a great movie and will definitely be remembered for a long time.

InterCOM Survey

This is an important survey on the use of new technology in the classroom. We are interested in knowing what students think of the use of COM to improve their learning experience. Please take a moment to fill out this survey and tell us your thoughts. We believe that this survey will help us improve the quality of education at COM. Thank you for your participation.

THE SCULPTED IMAGE

opera at COM Gallery
By Michael Endress

"The Sculpted Image," a production of InterCOM, is being performed at the COM Gallery. The show features the work of many local artists and is sure to impress you. The show is being performed on the last day of the semester and is free to all students. It is a great opportunity to see some of the best art being created today. If you are interested, be sure to come and see it! We are sure you will enjoy it!

ATTENTION all students!!

Here's a chance to learn about the COM "Academics". Become a member of the "Academics" and you will be eligible to receive a free ticket to the "The Sculpted Image". All you have to do is sign up for the "Academics" and you are all set! The sign-up sheet is located in the Office of Public Relations and Information.
It's Pumpkinfest time

By Bonnie Tilly

Halloween is almost here and we're almost ready for it! The Student Recreation Association will be sponsoring Pumpkinfest in the evening of October 31. The event is to take place in the Student Union, and will open with the showing of the movie "The Addams Family."

The evening program will include the showing of The Addams Family and a costume contest. A variety of prizes will be given to the winners.

New director heads nursing

By Bonnie Tilly

At the Fall, 1992 commencement, the College of Nursing welcomed a new director, Dr. Jane Pope. Dr. Pope is the new director of the College of Nursing at the University of Texas at Tyler.

Dr. Pope was previously the assistant dean for nursing at Texas Tech University in Lubbock. She has been a member of the nursing profession for 22 years.

Dr. Pope has a B.S. in Nursing, an M.B.A. and a M.S. in Administration. She has also served as the executive director of the Texas State Nurses Association.

SAB reorganizes

As a result of the Student Government Board (SAB) reorganization, the Student Government Board will have a new structure. The new structure will consist of eight members, with each member representing a different college or department.

The reorganization will be effective immediately. The new board will begin its work at the next meeting of the Student Government Board.
Sure ways to get those A’s

By Anne Richards

Sure, everyone wants to get A’s – or at least a few B’s – but how does one go about doing that? Here are a few suggestions.

1. Go through the test section, if your school offers it. Many students, even those who have prepared well, still have trouble with test-taking. This section may help you improve your test-taking skills.

2. Practice, practice, practice. Take practice tests and review past test questions. This will help you become familiar with the format and types of questions that may appear on the test.

3. Make sure you have enough study time. It’s important to have a good study routine and to make sure you have enough time to review your notes and materials.

4. Get involved. Participating in extra-curricular activities can help students improve their grades. This can include sports, music, or drama clubs.

5. Seek help if you need it. Don’t be afraid to ask for help from teachers or tutors. They can provide additional support and guidance.

Take these steps into consideration, and you’ll be well on your way to getting those A’s.

Get smart-get involved

By Anne Richards

College of the Mainland is a community college that offers many opportunities to students. From learning about new subjects to participating in extracurricular activities, there is something for everyone at College of the Mainland.

1. Learn about new subjects. College of the Mainland offers a wide range of courses, from science and math to literature and art. Students can explore new subjects and learn about different ways of thinking.

2. Participate in extracurricular activities. College of the Mainland offers a variety of clubs and organizations, including sports teams, student government, and more. Students can get involved and make new friends.

3.Volunteering. Volunteering for a local non-profit organization can help students develop their skills and gain valuable experience.

4. Extracurricular activities. Extracurricular activities can help students develop important skills, such as teamwork and leadership.

Take advantage of all that College of the Mainland has to offer. Get involved and start getting those A’s today!
Mr. Manners goes to the movies

By Dave Ramilo

Mr. Manners goes to the movies

Ebenezer Scrooge returns

By Theresa Hays

"A Christmas Carol," based on the Charles Dickens story, is being produced locally. This is the 12th "Scrooge" presentation for Mid-City Players. The group has been presenting Dickens' holiday classic for 16 years. Many of the Mid-City Players have been involved with the production for several years. This year's production, directed by Dennis Elin, features Charles Bryant as Scrooge, Kenneth J. Hines as Marley, and Mary Fields as Mrs. Cratchit. The show runs from November 28 to December 22 at the Mid-City Players Theatre. For reservations call 555-1234.

Christmas flicks are dries

By Dave Ramilo

Christmas is coming, and it can't come fast enough. The holidays are a time for family, friends, and of course, movies. But the question is, what to see? Here are some options:

1. "Elf," a heartwarming comedy about a man who believes he is an elf. It's a feel-good movie that will put you in the holiday spirit.
2. "The Polar Express," an animated film about a boy who learns to believe in Santa Claus. It's a beautiful animation that will delight the whole family.
3. "Miracle on 34th Street," a classic about a boy who believes in Santa and his girlfriend. It's a timeless tale that will warm your heart.

Students want more

By Theresa Hays

A lack of variety in the courses offered at Mid-City College is causing many students to look elsewhere for higher education. "We need more options," said one student. "I want to learn about different cultures, not just the ones in our county." The college administration is aware of the needs of students and is working to increase the diversity of courses offered. However, there is a limited budget for new courses, and some departments are reluctant to give up their existing courses. "We're not giving up our courses without a fight," said one department head. "But we understand the students' needs and are working to find a solution."
Sure ways to get those A’s

By Joie Roberts

Getting good grades doesn’t have to be a mystery or something you have to work at. If you are thinking about what makes a top student, you are probably thinking about how they get good grades, how they take tests, and what they study for. Top students are not afraid of work, but they do use wise techniques to help them study, take tests, and do assignments. Many students do not waste time on nonproductive activities; they use the time they have wisely. This article will look at some ideas that you might want to consider using.

Getting ready for tests

1. Get started early. By starting early, you can avoid the last-minute rush. Start work on the assignment or project as soon as possible. It is better to do a little each day than to do it all at once. This will save you time and avoid the last-minute rush. It is also important to have enough time to review and proofread your work.

2. Plan your time. Make a schedule of what you need to do and when you need to do it. This will help you stay organized and avoid forgetting important tasks. Be realistic about how much you can do in a day and plan your time accordingly.

3. Get organized. Keep your books, papers, and other materials in a place where you can easily find them. This will save you time and avoid the last-minute rush.

4. Review your notes. Review your notes regularly to reinforce what you have learned. This will help you remember what you have studied and avoid forgetting important information.

5. Practice regularly. Practice the skills you need to learn, such as writing, reading, or problem-solving.

6. Get help when you need it. If you are having trouble with a particular subject or topic, ask your teacher or a tutor for help.

Get involved

1. Join a study group. Joining a study group can help you learn more and make better grades. Study groups provide a great way to learn from others and share information.

2. Participate in class. Participate in class by asking questions, answering questions, and contributing to discussions. This will help you understand the material better and make better grades.

3. Get involved in extracurricular activities. Extracurricular activities can help you develop skills that are important for college and the workplace, such as time management, teamwork, and communication. These skills can help you get better grades and be more successful in college.

4. Get involved in volunteer work. Volunteering can help you develop skills that are important for college and the workplace, such as time management, teamwork, and communication. These skills can help you get better grades and be more successful in college.

5. Participate in community service. Participating in community service can help you develop skills that are important for college and the workplace, such as time management, teamwork, and communication. These skills can help you get better grades and be more successful in college.

6. Get involved in clubs. Clubs can provide a great way to meet new people and learn about the college experience.

Create your own gifts

By Patricia Wall

This year Christmas presents a challenge to those who do not have a lot of money to spend. The situation is just like that in many communities, where people are looking for ways to save money and get gift ideas for Christmas.

1. Make your own gifts. Make your own gifts by using your own skills and talents. This can be a fun and rewarding way to save money and get gift ideas for Christmas.

2. Create a gift basket. Create a gift basket by selecting a few items that are related to a particular theme or interest. For example, you could create a gift basket for a music lover by including a CD of their favorite music, a set of music-related books, and a gift card to a music store.

3. Create a gift certificate. Create a gift certificate for a particular store or service. This can be a great way to save money and get gift ideas for Christmas.

4. Create a CD mix. Create a CD mix of your favorite songs. This can be a fun and thoughtful way to save money and get gift ideas for Christmas.

5. Create a gift basket of homemade treats. Create a gift basket of homemade treats, such as cookies, brownies, or other baked goods. This can be a great way to save money and get gift ideas for Christmas.

6. Create a gift basket of handmade crafts. Create a gift basket of handmade crafts, such as knitted scarves, crocheted afghans, or other handmade items. This can be a great way to save money and get gift ideas for Christmas.
### Movies make COM debut

By Joyce Bell

As part of the film series launched on campus this spring, the College of the Mainland's Art Association will show "Star Wars," the classic 1977 science-fiction epic that grossed $403 million in its initial run.

The free showing will be held 8 to 10 p.m. tonight in the Teaching Auditorium.

"Star Wars," directed by George Lucas, is the story of a group of young rebels who try to overthrow an evil emperor and his Imperial forces, led by the powerful Darth Vader.

The movie features iconic characters such as Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia Organa, Han Solo, Chewbacca, and C-3PO.

Tickets are free, and reserved seating will be available.

### Drawing Competition

College of the Mainland will host its second Annual Drawing Competition. Thursday, March 14, through Thursday, March 21. Location: Mainland Art Gallery, second floor, Fine Arts Building. First prizes will be awarded.

### Slide Show

Jean Fish, contemporary realist painter, will present a slide show and art work on Mar. 15 from 8 to 10 p.m. in the Mainland Art Gallery.

Fish will discuss the "Learn to Make a Doll" course, which is in its second semester, and also her other work, which includes paintings, photographs and sculpture.

Fish has been a part of the Mainland Art Association for 25 years.

### Spring enrollment blossoms

According to the college, 2,618 students have enrolled this spring. This is 3,206 students, or 25.8 percent, over last year's enrollment.

Increase to three factors: a faltering economy, prospect of unemployment and records, attributes the "dramatic" increase to three factors: a faltering economy, prospect of unemployment and records, attributes the "dramatic" increase to three factors: a fall in wages, a lack of work opportunities, and the desire to stay home and raise children.
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### Poster Contest

College of the Mainland's Art Association will announce the 1993 Poster Contest winners on March 15 at the Mainland Art Gallery. A reception will follow. First prizes will be awarded.
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According to the college, 2,618 students have enrolled this spring. This is 3,206 students, or 25.8 percent, over last year's enrollment.
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### Make A Doll

Self-Portrait Doll classes will be offered from 10 a.m. to noon on Saturdays beginning March 20. For more information, contact Joe Richards, dean of Adult Education, at 635-5571.
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Face lift begins...<br>

Dennis Charleslaw<br>Something to cheer about<br>by Trina Hall<br>

Dennis Charleslaw, Charleston's football coach, says he is looking forward to this season. "We hope to build on the success of last year," he said. "We have some talented players returning." The team finished last year with a record of 6-4 and is expected to be one of the top contenders in the league. "We have a strong defense and a good offense," Charleslaw said. "We work hard in practice to perfect our skills."<br>

Hotline to President<br>by Peggy Venters<br>

When will Onion Gladewater be removed from the Board of Trustees? The statue of Onion Gladewater, the first African American to serve as a Texas Tech president, is a controversial figure on campus. Some students and alumni support its removal, while others believe it should remain as a symbol of progress. President John Williams has not yet made a decision on the matter, but has expressed a willingness to listen to all sides of the issue before making a final determination.<br>

College must pass test<br>by Peggy Venters<br>

The College of Charleston must pass its annual accreditation review on March 10th to remain accredited. The college has faced some challenges in recent years, including financial difficulties and faculty unrest. However, the college has made strides in improving its programs and enhancing student services. "We are committed to maintaining our accreditation status," said President Susan Brown. "We believe it is essential for the college to meet the needs of our students and the community."<br>

SAC Students' Voice<br>by Peggy Venters<br>

The Student Activities Council (SAC) is responsible for organizing annual events on campus, such as homecoming and springfest. The council is made up of representatives from various student organizations and is elected by the student body. The council members are responsible for planning and executing activities that promote a positive campus environment. "We work hard to ensure that all students have a voice in the decision-making process," said SAC President Emily Smith. "We believe it is important to listen to the needs and desires of the student body."<br>

What is it? Growing up in the limelight<br>by Jeffery Martin<br>

Bob Bailey and brother Fred are both well-known cheerleaders. Bob is a senior at College of Charleston, while Fred is a junior at the University of South Carolina. Both are varsity cheerleaders for their respective colleges and have been featured in national publications for their talents.<br>

More than a coach<br>by Jeffery Martin<br>

Paul Miller, a retired reporter, has been a dedicated community volunteer since his retirement. He is a member of the Board of Directors for the Charleston Community Foundation and has volunteered hundreds of hours of his time to local charities. "I believe in giving back to the community," he said. "I enjoy seeing the positive impact that my volunteer work has on the people I serve."<br>

SAC President<br>by Peggy Venters<br>

The Student Activities Council (SAC) is a student organization that promotes student engagement and involvement on campus. The council is responsible for organizing events such as homecoming and springfest. "We want to ensure that all students have an opportunity to get involved on campus," said SAC President Emily Smith. "We believe it is important to create a sense of community and belonging among our student body."
Face lift begins... 

Dennis cheerleader
Something to cheer about

Dennis cheerleader
Something to cheer about

By Tina Math

Being a Dennis High School cheerleader is a lot better than you think it is responsible work, Karon Atwood, the school's best player, said. According to Atwood, who has been a varsity player for four years, "You have to go to practices every day. You have homework and schoolwork to do, but you have to keep your grades up and you have to do your best in everything. It's not easy, but you can do it."

Atwood, who is also a varsity basketball player, said that the biggest problem is balancing school and cheerleading. "It's hard to get to practices sometimes, especially when you have a lot of tests coming up, but you have to be there," he said. "We have to stay focused on our grades and our work."

The cheerleaders practice every week and four hours a day. They also have to practice for the school's pep rallies and for the school's games. "It's a lot of work, but it's worth it," Atwood said. "We get a lot of attention and we have a lot of fun."

More than a coach

SAC Students' Voice

by Peggy Vehse

The Student Activities Council (SAC), a council of student leaders on the campus of the Southern Illinois University, has been working hard to improve the college experience for students.

Hotline to President

When will housing be improved on COM campus in the spring?

The situation on COM campus in the spring will be improved, according to President Turner. "The new dorms will be ready for the spring semester," he said. "They will be ready for the students to move in."

College must pass test

by Peggy Vehse

The College of Southern Illinois at Marion (CSIM) will be placed on probation for the spring semester, according to the Southern Illinois University Board of Trustees. The college is on probation because it did not meet the requirements of the Board of Trustees. The college must pass the test or it will be closed.

Growing up in the limelight

by Geoffrey Meeks

Andrew Balley and Matthew Footard are two of the most interesting students on the Southern Illinois University campus. Balley and Footard are both students in the Department of Theater.

Andrew Balley

Andrew Balley is a senior at SIU and he is a member of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He has been a member of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign since 1990. Balley is a theater major and he is a member of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's theater program. Balley is a member of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's theater department and he is a member of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's theater program. Balley is a member of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's theater department and he is a member of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's theater program.
Movies make COM debut

By Tina Mead

As part of the film series launched on campus this spring, the College of the Mainland will show "The Rocky Horror Picture Show" at 7 p.m. March 18 in the Teaching Auditorium. The slide show will be made by the one prize, $300 purchase award for third.

Debut 12:30 p.m., Thursday, March 10 in the Teaching Auditorium. The work begins when seven palm trees were removed to Student Activity Board member Arlis Conley. The work was conducted by the Texas Forestry Foundation, which is made possible by a grant from the Fine Arts Office.

"The Language of Film," a workshop, will be held 9 a.m.-4 p.m. March 17-18 in the Teaching Auditorium. The workshop will be conducted by the Teaching Auditorium. The work was conducted by the Texas Forestry Foundation, which is made possible by a grant from the Fine Arts Office.

"The Language of Film," a workshop, will be held 9 a.m.-4 p.m. March 17-18 in the Teaching Auditorium. The workshop will be conducted by the Teaching Auditorium. The work was conducted by the Texas Forestry Foundation, which is made possible by a grant from the Fine Arts Office.

In this class, "Instructor," says Instructor

"The Language of Film," a workshop, will be held 9 a.m.-4 p.m. March 17-18 in the Teaching Auditorium. The workshop will be conducted by the Teaching Auditorium. The work was conducted by the Texas Forestry Foundation, which is made possible by a grant from the Fine Arts Office.
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WHAT'S HAPPENING

Drawing Competition

College of the Mainland will host its second Student Art Poster Competition Thursday, March 17. Through March 15, students may submit drawings for the competition. The winning drawings will be selected by the Fine Arts Department and will be displayed in the Fine Arts Building.

Spring enrollment blossoms

When people cannot find jobs, they feel it is a personal failure. To help retrain unemployed residents, the College of the Mainland's Educational Services Office has launched a study skills program for adults.

"The current bleak economic situation is a fact and is a global economic situation. The college believes the program is the first of its kind in the state of Texas," said Doug Durisseau, COM Student Activity Board president.

"We know the community college can offer a good time to acquire new career skills or upgrade existing skills," said Doug Durisseau, COM Student Activity Board president.

"The current bleak economic situation is a fact and is a global economic situation. The college believes the program is the first of its kind in the state of Texas," said Doug Durisseau, COM Student Activity Board president.
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WHAT'S HAPPENING

Student Art Show

The first annual Student Art Show will be held at 7 p.m., Thursday, April 21, in the Student Center's McFarland Ballroom. The goal of the show is to expose students to a wide range of art styles, including painting, sculpture, and photography. Refreshments will be served.

Great Decisions

Join us at noon on Thursday, April 7, in the Student Center's Commons to discuss the issues of the moment. The discussion will be facilitated by Dr. Robert Williams, associate professor of political science. This event is sponsored by the Gulf Coast Inter-Regional Council on Foreign Affairs.

Mid-Week Mingle

Join us for Mid-Week Mingle on Tuesday, April 5, from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Student Union's Commons. This event is open to all students and faculty. Refreshments will be served.

Adult Sitters

An adult sitter will be provided from 6 to 9 p.m., Monday, April 4, in the Student Center's McFarland Ballroom. This event is open to all students and faculty.

Coping with Stress

Join us for a discussion on coping with stress on Thursday, April 7, in the Student Center's Commons. The discussion will be facilitated by Dr. Robert Williams, associate professor of psychology.

Chattanooga

Join us for a discussion on Chattanooga on Monday, April 4, in the Student Center's Commons. The discussion will be facilitated by Dr. Robert Williams, associate professor of history.

Students' Reaction to Budget Cuts

The Student Government Association is concerned about the recent budget cuts. They have called for a meeting to discuss the impact of these cuts on the student body.

Learn & Earn Not Flawless

College is a major investment, and students should be aware of the potential flaws in the learning and earning process. This includes issues such as the quality of instruction, the availability of resources, and the overall effectiveness of the educational process.
Unique spring courses coming

by Mark Weeks

The College of the Hampton Roads Outdoor Club has created three new outdoor courses, along with renamed courses, for the spring semester. The new classes, which include a canoeing class and an outdoor leadership class, are designed to be more interactive and offer opportunities for students to apply their knowledge in real-world settings.

Call of the Wild

Getting Back to Nature

by Peggy Barnum

The College of the Hampton Roads Outdoor Club has created three new outdoor courses, along with renamed courses, for the spring semester. The new classes, which include a canoeing class and an outdoor leadership class, are designed to be more interactive and offer opportunities for students to apply their knowledge in real-world settings.

Learn & Earn: First Semester

by President

The Outdoor Club has a new program called "Learn & Earn," which offers students the opportunity to earn money while learning new skills. The program includes courses in canoeing, climbing, rappelling, and sailing, and students can earn money for their participation.

Play Ball

by John Barlow

The students and staff of College of the Hampton Roads are excited to announce the creation of the College of the Hampton Roads National Base Ball Team. The team will be coached by former professional baseball player and College of the Hampton Roads instructor, John Barlow. The team will play in the Mid-Atlantic Conference and will be a part of the College's athletic program.

Who's the Best student, teacher?

by Peggi Barnum

In April, the campus will hold its first Mid-Week Mingle, a social event for students, faculty, and staff. The event will feature music, food, and drinks, and will be held in the main campus lounge. The event is open to all and will provide a fun and relaxed atmosphere for networking and socializing.

Mid-Week Mingle

Drink Away Hump Day

by Peggi Barnum

In April, the campus will hold its first Mid-Week Mingle, a social event for students, faculty, and staff. The event will feature music, food, and drinks, and will be held in the main campus lounge. The event is open to all and will provide a fun and relaxed atmosphere for networking and socializing.
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by President

The Outdoor Club has a new program called "Learn & Earn," which offers students the opportunity to earn money while learning new skills. The program includes courses in canoeing, climbing, rappelling, and sailing, and students can earn money for their participation.

Play Ball

by John Barlow

The students and staff of College of the Hampton Roads are excited to announce the creation of the College of the Hampton Roads National Base Ball Team. The team will be coached by former professional baseball player and College of the Hampton Roads instructor, John Barlow. The team will play in the Mid-Atlantic Conference and will be a part of the College's athletic program.

Who's the Best student, teacher?

by Peggi Barnum

In April, the campus will hold its first Mid-Week Mingle, a social event for students, faculty, and staff. The event will feature music, food, and drinks, and will be held in the main campus lounge. The event is open to all and will provide a fun and relaxed atmosphere for networking and socializing.

Mid-Week Mingle

Drink Away Hump Day

by Peggi Barnum

In April, the campus will hold its first Mid-Week Mingle, a social event for students, faculty, and staff. The event will feature music, food, and drinks, and will be held in the main campus lounge. The event is open to all and will provide a fun and relaxed atmosphere for networking and socializing.
Unique spring courses coming
by Peggy Banes

The College of the Mainland Outdoor Club has created some unique spring courses coming to COM. A six-week course is being designed for canoe members, increasing members and building strength. A four-week sailing class led by the sailing club will be held. The COM outdoor club has also added a four-week camping course for those interested in building their camping knowledge. Two weeklong courses for those interested in being a member of the outdoor club are also being created. One will be held in March and the other in April.

Instruction for the courses will be given by the staff of the outdoor club. Those interested in registering for the courses should contact the outdoor club or the COM administration office.

Play ball
by Maryann Urick

The students and staff of College of the Mainland outdoor club are currently planning a variety of activities for the upcoming spring semester. The club is in the process of organizing a variety of events, including a kickball game, a frisbee tournament, and a volleyball league. The club is also planning a trip to a nearby park to enjoy some outdoor activities. The club members are looking forward to a fun and active spring season.

Mid-week Mingle
Drink away hump day

by Peggy Banes

In April, students can enjoy free dumpsters for the best college magazines of the year. The college magazines will be available on campus, and the students can pick up copies at the Student Center. The magazines will be available for free, and students are encouraged to take as many as they would like.

Play ball
by Peggy Banes

In April, students can enjoy free dumpsters for the best college magazines of the year. The college magazines will be available on campus, and the students can pick up copies at the Student Center. The magazines will be available for free, and students are encouraged to take as many as they would like.

Call of the wild
Getting back to nature
by Peggy Banes

The College of the Mainland Outdoor Club has created a new group called the "Walk and Talk Club." The group is open to anyone interested in learning about nature and the outdoors. The group will meet every other week, and the meetings will be held at various locations around the area. The group will be led by the staff of the outdoor club.

Learn & Earn
You can earn
by Maryann Urick

The students and staff of College of the Mainland are currently planning a variety of activities for the upcoming spring semester. The club is in the process of organizing a variety of events, including a kickball game, a frisbee tournament, and a volleyball league. The club is also planning a trip to a nearby park to enjoy some outdoor activities. The club members are looking forward to a fun and active spring season.

Who's the Best student, teacher?

by Maryann Urick

In April, students can enjoy free dumpsters for the best college magazines of the year. The college magazines will be available on campus, and the students can pick up copies at the Student Center. The magazines will be available for free, and students are encouraged to take as many as they would like.
Lovers' tragic end

by: Tina Roll

"Our world will never be the same," said Dr. Seymour, professor of psychology, who addressed a group of students about the ongoing production of Romeo and Juliet. "We have seen two of the most tragic figures in literature come to life on stage, and their love story will continue to resonate with us for generations to come." Dr. Seymour's lecture was part of the Bard's Texas A&M University course, "Shakespeare's Retold," which focuses on the Bard's work and its relevance to contemporary society.

WHAT'S HAPPENING

Student Art Show

The first group of student Art Show participants were announced this week, with works by Joseph Smith, Mary Brown, and John Doe. The show, which features student art from all over campus, opens on March 20, with an opening reception on March 21. The show runs through April 30, and is open to the public.

GREAT DECISIONS

A trip to the art gallery will be sponsored by the Student Government Association (SGA). The SGA has organized a day trip to the Houston Museum of Fine Arts, which will include a guided tour and lunch at a nearby cafe. The trip is open to all students, and reservations can be made at the SGA office.

Coping with Stress

Dr. Jane Smith, a psychologist at the University Health Center, will be giving a lecture on coping with stress. The lecture will be held on April 1, and is open to all students and faculty. Dr. Smith will discuss strategies for managing stress, and will provide tips for maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

鲎d Sitters

Adult sitters will be needed for the upcoming spring semester. Interested students should contact the Student Affairs Office for more information.
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Job Training
A college of several hundred is preparing new
jobs for the summer. This College will be
moved into a new building and will offer
new programs. The College is located near the
Mainland Community.

Gym Floor
College of Job Training will be
opened on July 1. The College offers
new programs in the morning and
afternoon. The College is located near
the Mainland Community.

Cigs and Gobs
Cigs and Gobs continues to
be popular among the students. The
College of Job Training will be
opened on July 1. The College offers
new programs in the morning and
afternoon. The College is located near
the Mainland Community.

Free Concert
The College of Job Training will be
opened on July 1. The College offers
new programs in the morning and
afternoon. The College is located near
the Mainland Community.

COM Music Travels
The College of Job Training will be
opened on July 1. The College offers
new programs in the morning and
afternoon. The College is located near
the Mainland Community.

WHAT’S HAPPENING

Students upset over editorials

by Peggy Hooks

"I don't know how to react," said
Joe Richordo, executive editor of the
Mainland Student. "I don't know what
to do but I am upset over the
editorials and it is a disappointment to
the students who work for the paper."

The editorials were written by
senior Joe Richordo and included in
the May 1, 1983 issue. They expressed
a number of concerns about the
Mainland Student, including:

- The paper is not being written for the
  students.
- The paper is not being written with the
  students in mind.
- The paper is not being written for the
  benefit of the students.
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Bring the ballgame to COM

by Jeffrey Morris

Many people often ask the question, "Why don't we have a baseball team here at the present time?" Well, there are two main reasons, but the main reason is simple: we don't have the money. The second reason is, we simply don't have enough students interested.

We would need coaches for these teams, but the COM Board would have to have the money to hire them. The school board and the school administration have not been interested in creating a baseball team.

A recent survey of students has shown that most would like to see a baseball team at COM. This survey was conducted by the student government. The results were that about 80% of the students surveyed would like to see a baseball team at COM.

The second reason is that there are not enough students interested. The student government has conducted a survey and the results were that about 80% of the students surveyed would like to see a baseball team at COM.

The student government also conducted a survey of the faculty. The results were that about 80% of the faculty surveyed would like to see a baseball team at COM.

In order to have an athletic department, we need to have the money and the interest. We also need to have the appropriate facilities. This includes a baseball field, dugouts, and a scoreboard.

For the interested student, there is a small fee to join the baseball team. This fee would help to cover the costs of coaching, equipment, and facilities.

Women gain support

by Peggy Besin

The women's basketball team has recently gained support from the community.

Senior Citizens... (continued from page 1)

A step in the right direction

by Tricia Wall

The "National Women's Day" recently created a stir in the community. It was held on October 1st, and it was organized by the local women's organizations. It was a great day for everyone involved.

A group of students decided to organize a similar event at COM. They held their own "Women's Day" on October 1st, and it was a great success.

Tips to prevent assaults

by Tricia Wall

Loudness is a key in preventing assaults. Women should be aware of their surroundings and be cautious of anyone who appears to be suspicious. Women should also be aware of their safety when using public transportation.

COM summer schedules are in!!!
SAB President reflects on the past year

by Joey Richards

Student Activity Board President Mike Durfl ease distinguished the position, "I love this position," he says.

Mike truly moves about the small cubby-hole like room which makes up the Student Activity Board office. His favorite spot is in the Student Center. He produces a constant roar of people moving in and out.

Movia posters cover the walls. The Flash Gordon poster, his favorite, hangs in a prominent spot.

Mike will neither be president or even on the board next semester. He says he decided last semester that he wasn't interested in SAB anymore.

"I make up too much time and there is too much red tape," he says. Then he adds, "I would like to keep my grades point average, I want a good grade. It's a quick living, really a classroom charm." He says he has changes the job. He replies, "It isn't sure. I think the chair has been too much enjoyable. It has been a pan trying to do some of the things and once they have been accomplished the satisfaction has been sever.

One of his disappointments, he says, has been the "amount of red tape I've had to go through to get something done."

By Peggy Vernon

Thousands of scholarships are being offered by private foundations, trade, civic groups and other sources for those students in need of financial aid for next fall, says administrator of the Scholar- ship Bank in California.

This Scholarship Bank provides the student with a print-out of free scholarships that match their educational, personal, employer, union membership, academic standing, athletics, heritage and whether the student is involved in work-study, loans, debt contacts and the like.

Those students wishing to receive a print-out should check with their guidance counselor or the parent or their employer, union membership, academic standing, athletics, heritage and whether the student is involved in work-study, loans, debt contacts and the like.

What criteria is used in determining what new, additional scholarships will be offered in future classes at COM. As of January 1985, the requests for new courses will be filled by the Institutional Committee of the College for approval. The course requested is read twice for review and approval on the third reading. This procedure should give each department ample time to determine the need for the course or to locate any duplicate five-course offerings.

After approved by the Institutional Commit- tee the course requests will be forwarded for approval through the Board of Instruction and will then be placed in the next issues of the catalogue.

For Texas Education Agency course approval, the procedure follows specific procedures and guidelines prescribed by the TEA. The Dean of Instruction is the obvious representa- tive designated by TEA to approve these types of courses.

I would like to know if the students who are going to continue to attend semest during the summer will be able to preregister for Summer Session I. With the transfer students attending during Summer, three of us attending Summer Session I hope the chance at getting the one course we may need to finish with.

One can always have a more common course. An instructor's time has finished his teacher and applicable course for the student. An instructor's time has finished his teacher and applicable course for the student.
Student life from the camera’s eye

We move too often from class to class to car, never looking to see the people that surround us and thus, let strangers pass by, still strangers.

The roving reporters of the InterCom, as a class project, were sent out across the campus to capture with their cameras what we usually only hold with a glance before letting go. Take a moment, let us be your eyes, and see the faces. The names are yours to find, and also the friends.
the cold war: Students caught between the lines

by Peggy Perkins

What will the College of the Mainland students prefer: a heating or a cooling system? Well, the division between faculty membersunalloyed when the new administration came on board in 1981, and the feud became more heated during the recent election of COM Board of Trustees.

On campus there are currently two opposing student groups setting certain conditions to a peaceful election. As usual, one side overpowers the other. Of the five races, one is between incumbent COM President Dr. Sundemann and the other against him. Dr. Sundemann has interest in student programs and places more emphasis on tackling students, faculty and promoting the school’s reputation. The new president has already made a decision to give up the director of student programs and fire the COM president. Examining all aspects, such as student, faculty and administration op-
A step in the right direction

by Tricia Wall

The "Minor leash" recently created by COM is a great way forward in order to protect students. The Minor leash gives students the ability to walk in groups, which makes it easier to keep an eye on each other and feel secure. This is a great step in the right direction and will definitely help prevent assaults on campus.

Tips to prevent assaults

by Tricia Wall

Loudness is a critical factor in preventing assaults. By being loud and clear, you can send the message to potential attackers that you are aware and on guard. You can raise your voice by speaking loudly, using gestures, or even singing. This will make it harder for an attacker to come close to you without your knowledge.

Women gain support

by Peggy Sankey

There's plenty of support for women in athletics, as seen by the formation of the Women's Alliance Group. This group aims to provide a supportive environment for female athletes, offering resources and guidance to help them navigate the challenges they face.

Senior Citizens...

(continued from page 1)

by Tricia Wall

Senior Citizens... have been able to come to the table and ask the questions, "Why are we doing this?" and "What's the plan?". The purpose is to ensure that the needs of senior citizens are considered and addressed in any new initiatives.

COM summer schedules are in!!!!

by Peggy Sankey

The COM summer schedule is now available online, allowing students to plan their courses and make the most of their summer. This will help ensure that students can stay on track and make progress towards their educational goals.

Gym open to all

by Tricia Wall

Everyone is welcome to use the gym facilities at COM, regardless of their background or membership in a particular group. This inclusivity promotes a sense of community and support among students, creating a welcoming atmosphere for all.

Emergency drills

by Tricia Wall

Emergency drills are conducted regularly to ensure the safety of all students and staff. These drills involve realistic scenarios to test the readiness of the campus community in responding to emergencies effectively.
Art winners

College of the Mainland students from each campus have won awards for their art work. The winners were announced by the University of the Arts in their joint announcement. The awards were presented by the University of the Arts, the College of the Mainland and the University of the Arts.

Job Training

College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new job training program. The program will be offered in the fall of this year and will be open to students who are looking to improve their job skills.

Olympian Floor

College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new floor. The floor will be open to students who are looking to improve their athletic skills.

COM Music Travels

Students at the College of the Mainland have announced the opening of a new music program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their musical skills.

Cigs and Gsena

College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their smoking skills.

Road Fever

College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their driving skills.

Free Concert

The College of the Mainland plans to hold a free concert. The concert will be open to students who are looking to improve their musical skills.

Students upset over editorials

Students at the College of the Mainland have expressed their dissatisfaction with the recent editorials. The students have stated that the editorials are biased and unfair. They have called for the removal of the editorials.

Senior Citizens play role on campus

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to senior citizens who are looking to improve their education.

InterCOM

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their communication skills.

Students concerned

Students at the College of the Mainland have expressed their concern about the recent events. The students have stated that the recent events are unfair and unprofessional. They have called for the removal of the events.

Technology report

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their technology skills.

Looking forward to spring

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their spring skills.

Honors society report

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their honors society skills.

Graduate report

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their graduate skills.
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Senior Citizens play role on campus

by Jo Bonnet

Firstly, senior citizens have expressed their concerns about the recent events. The students have stated that the recent events are unfair and unprofessional. They have called for the removal of the events.

InterCOM

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their communication skills.

Students concerned

Students at the College of the Mainland have expressed their concern about the recent events. The students have stated that the recent events are unfair and unprofessional. They have called for the removal of the events.

Technology report

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their technology skills.

Looking forward to spring

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their spring skills.

Honors society report

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their honors society skills.

Graduate report

The College of the Mainland has announced the opening of a new program. The program will be open to students who are looking to improve their graduate skills.